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INTRODUCTION
Over the 460 years of Ecuadorian written history, several seismic events were registered, some of them
reaching intensity IX (MSK) in Quito (CERESIS, 1985; Del Pino and Yepes, 1990). From the various
seismoge~csources able to produce damage in the city, the Quito Fault is thought to be able to produce
higher intensities in case of a rupture of the fault along its entire length (45 Km), making this structure the
potentially more dangerous seismoge~csource for the city. In the historical record, such activity of this
fault was only registered once in 1755, were part of this fault could have ruptured producing an intensity
W - I X (MSK) in Quito @el Pino and Yepes, 1990). In order to assess the recurrence of major events,
clearly overpassing the historical time span, it has been necessary to study the geological record. The
paleoseismicity was evidenced by mean of the analysis of earthquake-induced paleoliquefaction horizons
produced in a lacustrine environment. Evidences of the regional and local seismic activity were observed
during the analysis of the Holocene sediments of Quito, as well as evidences of the Quito fault activity
such as synsedimentary faults and seismotectonic deformation.
The Quito reverse fault system is active at least since the Late Pleistocene. The fault dip to the west
below the city. Its Quaternary activity has created a series of tectonic ridges bordered to the east by a scarp
of about 500m high due to compressive folding at the upper termination of the fault (Winter, 1990; Soulas
et al., 1991; Ego, 1995). Normal faulting occurred at the back of the overriding block and created a kind
of piggy back basin filled by fluvial-lacustrine deposits until the 1 7 century.
~
The sedimentological analysis
of these deposits allowed us to precise the paleoseismic history of Quito for the rest of AD. times (preHispanic history). A relatively complete paleoseismic record was observed in the northern basin, where a
particular exposure in the "Calle Pinzon" shows the succession of at least 20 earthquake-induced contorted
bedding horizons (Fig. 1). These paleoseismic features occurred at the bottom of lakes, at the water sediments interface, as shown by erosional disconfonnities (Fig. 1). From the comparizon between
published examples (Sims, 1975), relation between horizontal ground acceleration and intensity such as log
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a ~ = 0.014 + 0.30 In MM (Trihnac and Brady, 1975) and intensity distribution inferred from the historical

seismicity (Del Pino and Yepes, 1991), we propose to define a scale of seismic paleointensity according to
the thickness of earthquake-induced contorted bedding horizons :
In <=>
. hg [+ 113 In] (cm.), where n => intensity value (MM or MSK; n is an integer value),
q, => intensity threshold able to produce contorted bedding, ho => thickness of the contorted bedding
horizon produced by an intensity q, and X => multiplier factor obtained with the relation between
acceleration and intensity a ~ , , +=
, X . a ~ ,thus
, giving x=I .995 (Trifimac and Brady, 1975); q, and h. should
vary according to the sediment type. In Quito lacustrine sediments, beeing clay, silts and silty sands
alternations, we chose q, = V and ho = 1.25 cm. The obtained intensity distribution for intensities I2VII
(MMMSK) shows a good coherence with the intensity distribution inferred fiom the historical seismicity
(Fig. 2). The geological record covers an average 1500 years period which complete the Hispanic
historical record.

CONCLUSIONS
Both the historical seismicity and geological paleoseismicity indicate an average recurrence of 115 yr.
for major events with intensities I2VIII. We must notice that the last seismic event corresponding to this
intensity range occurred in 1868, more than 125 years ago, but also that, within the 460 years of historical
seismicity, this recurrence varied from 168 to just 9 years (Del Pino and Yepes, 1990). The use of the
above mentioned scale also permit to evidence the probable occurrence of a major event of intensity IX-X
(MMIMSK) between the loth and the 16& century. Several paleoseismic horizons were successfi~lly
correlated with this event thanks to the presence of a volcanic key bed deformed by this paleoseismic
shaking. These horizons were also correlated with seismotectonic deformation in the basin, making the
Quito fault the most probable seismic source able to explain this major intensity overpassing the historical
maximum intensity by almost one degree.
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Figure l :Drawing of the paleoseismic horizons E
r
m the "Calle P d n " exposure (#C2).
A: General view; position of dated samples; Zooms a & b are showing different soil response to the same palwearthquake due to the presence of a thick underlying silty argillaceous deposits; a to f refer to zooming in B; the
intensities attributed to the palwseismic horizons refer to different palwseisrnic scales X, Y and Z (scale Z for
Figure 2); PN: Pseudo-Nodules, OD: Oriented Dikes.
B: Detail view of a to f areas Erom A; LC: Load Casts, PN: Pseudo-Nodules, D: Dikes, BD: Bed Disruptions, ED:
Erosional D i d d t y , DED: Defonned Erosional Disconformity (due to the effect of the following paleoseismic
event).
->
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i 2: Histotid seismicity of Quito and complementary paleoseisrnic history oWained with gedogical ana as. To
notice the few unounl of low intensity events detected by the method of palediquefactimanalysis, the rela0ve~y(pod
coherence between historical intensity distributim and paleoseismic intensity distributionfor the number of events with I
> V11 (considering about three times the duration of the
ogical record with respect to the histolical record),and the
show olf of a possible pal-arihquake
of intenwty IX-Xceen
the 10th. and the 16th a n t u y
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